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1) Introduction

For possibLe use of such optical infornation processings as hoLograrn menories,
the need for a light bean defLector is increasing. Especi4lly, an el-ectrica1.Ly
controllable deflector having a l.arge defLection angLe is required. To utiLize
such a deflector by acoustic waves in crystals, a high power osciLLator and an
efficient ultrasonic transducer at high frequencies are necessary. However, at
microwave frequencies it is quite difficult to rnake such an ul.trasonic transducer.

0n the other hand, spin waves such as magnetostatic r4raves, exchange spin waves
and nagnetoelastic waves at nicrowave frequencies can be excited efficiently in a

magnetized Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) singl"e crystal. Spin waves are excited by the
direct conversion of electromagnetic energy at the end of a YIG to4 1) r2), and they
interact with the infrared light, deflecting the 1.ight bean. EspeciaILy, the inter-
action is enhanced in the instability state of highty excited spin waves. The wave
number of these spin waves can be varied eLectrical.ly by changing the external
nagnetic fieLd or the microwave frequency. Then, the deflection angLe of a laser
beam can be varied electrical.ly in a YIG crystal.

Using these phenomena of spin waves, we propose a new electrically tunabl.e light
defl.ector with its fundanental experiments of spin waves excited in nicrowave fields.
2) Properties of Microwave Spin Waves

The sarnples used in the experiments are a [110] -axis YIG circular rod (2 rnm diaX
7.35 run Length) and a t1101-axis YIG rectanguLar rod (1.5x2x10 nrns). The excitation
of spin waves in a YIG rod was nade at 4.09 GHz at room temperature. Figure L shows
a typical reflected microwave power. In the external magnetic fieLd strength Hs
fron 1300 to 1500 Oe the absorption peaks of magnetostatic waves were observed.
Alsor'from 1500 to 2400 Oe the broad absorption peaks (n=1r2r...) of nagnetostatic
waves and the fine absorption peaks of magnetoeLastic waves (ad.nixture of exchange
spin waves and elastic waves) were clearJ.y observed. Figure 2 shows the experi-
mental curves of the deLay tines versus the field Ho of magnetostatic and nagneto-
eLastic waves. At Ho=L500 0e the turning point exists at the center of the YIG rod
It is seen from Fig. 2 that near the turning point the wave number k of spin waves
becomes large and varies rapidLy.

With increasing the input power above a threshold value, the anplitudes of the
peaks n=L12r"'became extrenely large and then the instabiLities were observed near I
each resonance peak. Figure 3 shows a typicaL frequency spectrum when the insta-
biLities were observed near the n=1" peak. It is seen that the Lower sidebands are
hig.hly generated. The mechanisrn of the instabilities is clarified to be due to the
second-order parametric process 3).

3) Light Deflection due to Spin Waves

As weLL known, YIG crystal-s are transparent i.n'the near infrared light frorn L;L5
to 4.5-u at room temperature and 1.05 to 4.5-y at 77 K 4). The optical attenuation
constant (to the base J.0) of the YIG rod used in our experiments was about 0.L cntl
at L.153-u laser radiation. Then, the light interacts with spin waves and its bean
is defLected efficiently without absorption Loss. The angle of Bragg diffraction
( og ) is given by 5) 
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where k and kopare respectively the spin and optical wave nutnbers, and ul and v are
the frequency and the velocity of traveLLing spin waves, respectiveLy. The velocity
v is a function of the internal magnetic fieLd strength, which can be varied by the
external fieJ.d He, and it becomes quite sna1l (v^,106 cn/s) at the place near a
turning point in the YIG rod. Then, by increasing the frequ6ncy ar or by setting
the Laser beam near the turning point we can.increase the deflection angle 1arge1y.
The theoretical val"ue of 09 at L.1.53-p and 4 GHz is about 1So. It is noted that a
reLatively smal1 change in the field Ho produces an appreciable change in 0r. In the
state of the instability of spin waves it is expected that the intensity of the
defLected light beam is enhanced.

The experiments of the Laser beam deflection are done in the arrangement as shown
in Fig. 4, using a 1.153-p He-Ne laser radiation with a power of 1 nW in a 0.1 nm
dia bean. The position of the Laser bean can be noved aLong the yIG rod. The
defLected bean is detected with a S-L type photonultiplier or a Ge avaLanche diode.
Fron these experinents the propagation properties of spin waves and the origin of
the instability are studied at first, and then we can get a efficient l"ight beam
deflector with the nost suitable conditions. The detailed results will- be presented
at the conference.
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Fig. 4 Experirnental arrangenent
laser beam deflection.
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